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Abstract
There are a lot of social media applications are surviving in the world, the reality
shows in the television are extending day to day, whereas user's reviews and
ratings on television shows are viewed and reviewed by users on public media.
So as users are very much interested to make their time on these social media.
Peoples are used to making their free time to spend on applications like
YouTube, Twitter, Whatsapp, Facebook, Instagram and so on. Like these
media, there is a new application that gets trending on the internet is Netflix
streaming service. Netflix is considered to be an Ad-Free viewing television
shows. There is so many numbers of reviews, commands and ratings for many
channels on Netflix. To find the Television Rating Point (TRP) for each
channel manually is difficult. By using K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) for
classifying the channel according to view count and Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) for finding the TRP rating.
Keywords: Component; Netflix streaming service, Television Rating Point
(TRP), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).
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INTRODUCTION

Netflix is a global online video streaming service that offers updated movies, TV shows
and reality shows where users can watch over the internet at where they are. It has
millions of members and subscribers across many countries. Users can subscribe to
Netflix in order to watch movies and TV series online. It has become one of the favorite
channels for so many people all over the world. Netflix has a package system where the
user can select the package according to their needs. The titles available to stream
mainly depend on your Netflix package. Each Netflix package has a different library.
Netflix is one of the ads-free TV shows. This gives you fresh content always. Where
Netflix will keep on update the movies and shows regularly, once you subscribe to
Netflix, you are free to stream all movies and TV shows available at no additional cost.
Users can watch Netflix videos either on Smart TVs or on Netflix video streaming apps
on their android phones, apple phones and tablets. The benefit of using smartphones or
tablets to watch some programs is that you don’t need to leave your Netflix movies
shows in the middle when you move out of home and you can watch the whole thing
anywhere, while on the mobile with the Netflix mobile app. For this, you just need to
be subscribed to Netflix and you need the right phone or tablet. all smartphone device
owners all can access the Netflix mobile app.
Although experts say that only a handful of Android systems support the Netflix
streaming so far. Netflix says it is working fast to bring video streaming to more mobile
systems but it is hampered by the lack of standardized streaming playback features
across Android phones. The price for Netflix steaming starts at just $7.99 a month and
you won’t find a better movie-viewing application.
To download Netflix Mobile app, just search for the app in the Android Play Store,
Apple App Store or Windows Phone 7 Marketplace. Register and Log in with your
Netflix username and password, and instantly stream movies already listed in your
Instant Queue. You can also download the app without being a subscriber and try the
company’s free month-long trial to see if you like the service.
The Netflix subscribers base is continuously growing both in the USA and abroad. The
reports say that there is a total of 131.7 million subscribers both inside and outside the
US as of September 2018. To be precise, there were millions of Netflix users in the
United States and millions of subscribers internationally. Most of them use the regional
Netflix service but some people also use VPN service in Australia to get access to more
content. Although now there are many competitors in the market Netflix is still the
leader in most of the regions. Let’s now discuss the top reasons behind the success of
Netflix. Netflix company’s service achieved an availability rate of 99.97% in 2017,
according to reports. Netflix has given users comfort to watch something from the
comfort of their home while traveling or while at work. As this company is growing,
its services are getting even better.
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OBJECTIVES OF STUDY

The objective of the study:
1. To find the Netflix channels TRP rank, by calculating the number of users count
and rating of the channel.
2. We use a classifier algorithm KNN for classifying the NETFLIX dataset.
3. To calculate and predict the TRP Rank we use SVD (Singular Value
Decomposition) algorithm
k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN)
The k-nearest neighbors' algorithm is one of the simplest machine learning algorithms.
It is simply based on the idea that objects are ‘near’ each other will also have similar
characteristics. Thus if you know the features of one object, We can predict its nearest
neighbor object.” k-NN is an improvisation over the nearest neighbor technique. It is
based on the idea that any new instance can be classified by the majority vote of its ‘k’
neighbors, - where k is a positive integer, usually a small number.
kNN is one of the most simple and supervised machine learning algorithms. It is called
Memory-Based Classification as the training examples need to be in the memory at runtime [1]. We can make use with continuous attributes the difference between the
attributes is calculated using the Euclidean distance. A major problem when dealing
with the Euclidean distance formula is that the frequency of the large value swamps the
smaller ones. For example, let us consider a patient who is seeking with heart disease
records the cholesterol measure ranges between 100 and 190 while the age measure
ranges between 40 and 80. So the cholesterol measure will be higher than the age. To
overcome this problem the continuous attributes are normalized so that they have the
same influence on the distance measure between instances [2].
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD):
Let A be an m × n matrix. It will be a decomposing a matrix into another matrix[3]:

M=UΣVt
Property[1]: A factorization M=UΣVt is said Singular Value Decomposition for M, We
consider this matrix of the value multiplying matrix M, which the M gets decomposed
into other three different matrices:

M m × n =U m × m Σ m × n Vt n × n
Where U is an m × m orthogonal matrix, Σ is an m × n pseudo diagonal matrix whose
elements nonnegative, and V is an n × n orthogonal matrix. The diagonal elements of
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the matrix Σ are called the singular value of M.
where

M=UΣVt

1

M*=VΣ*U*

2

it will become

Because of U and V are real or complex unitary matrix their transpose will be their
inverse, whereas Σ is a diagonal matrix so their transpose of the diagonal matrix will
be the same when we multiple the 2nd equation with 1st equation we get:
R=M* M

=V Σ* ΣV*

3

Where in this equation 3 which implies Σ2 =Eigen value of R, arrange the Eigenvalue
in decreasing order because singular values are in decreasing order and find the
Eigenvectors. To calculate SVD, We consider finding eigenvalues and eigenvectors,
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are:

AAT and ATA.
The eigenvectors of AtA to be considered as columns of V, the eigenvectors of AAt to
be considered as columns of U. Also, the singular values in Σ are square roots of
eigenvalues from AAt or AtA.[6] The singular values are the diagonal entries of the Σ
matrix and are arranged in descending order. The singular values are always real
numbers. If the matrix M is a real matrix, then U and V is also considered as real.
Property[2]: Matrix M is symmetric if and only if there exist a diagonal matrix D and
an orthogonal matrix P with[5]

M=PDPt
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Suppose that matrix M is a 𝑚 × 𝑛 matrix. Then, matrix A*A is a symmetric matrix
according to property[1], and by the property[2] it can be obtained a factorization

At A=PDPt
Where D is a diagonal matrix whose entries are the Eigenvalues of ATA, and P is an
orthogonal matrix such that the matrix P is the eigenvector corresponding to the
eigenvalues on the diagonal matrix D. According to property [1] if given a matrix 𝐴
then M=UΣVt is the Singular Value Decomposition for M, where U and V is an
orthogonal matrix, and Σ is a pseudo diagonal matrix. Where 1 > 2 > 3 > … By
arranging and normalizing it in decreasing order such that the value was in equal to 1[4]

A=U Σ VT and AT=V Σ UT
ATA = V Σ UTU Σ VT
ATA = V Σ 2VT
ATAV = V Σ 2
Singular value decomposition brought a matrix on Σ are sorted from the largest to the
smallest i.e of decreasing order then the best possible to the matrix A can be taken by
the first p rows and columns of matrix Σ. Taking p rows and p columns of the matrix
Σ not only eliminates the zero vector but also delete some singular values that are
relatively small when comparing to other values. [8].

III. PROPOSED WORK
A. DATA COLLECTIONS:
The proposed system is tested with the data’s which are collected from the kaggle
datasets. The kaggle datasets contain plenty of data and information about the various
different applications, wherein these kaggle datasets we focus on a dataset based on
NETFLIX STREAMING SERVICES. Where these records are collected and made
use of it.
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Figure 1: NETFLIX Dataset

To trust the information given by the customer about channels that are available on
Netflix, the data consideration is around 1000 data, from this collection 70% is for
training and 30% is for testing the data is done. The Netflix serves categories like newly
realized movies, web series, Hollywood and boll wood serials, reality shows, games,
etc… The rating about channels on Netflix is getting extracted from the dataset and the
testing of the proposed system is performed in it.

B. DATA PREPROCESSING:
As the dataset from the kaggle.com, where the data is in the form of numeric values
where there are empty values and NA is there So the data which is collected for our
work is cleaned and relevant data is provided, from the trained data we can make a
process.

C. ALGORITHM FOR KNN


A positive value k is assigned, along with a new object



We select the k value in our dataset which is closest to the new object
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We find the most common classification of these entity value



The classification which we give to the new object
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Figure 2: KNN algorithm

D. FEATURES OF KNN[12]
 KNN stores the training dataset which it uses as its representation.
 A model which is not necessary for KNN
 KNN makes predictions by calculating the similarity between an input
sample and each training data.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK:
In the process of Netflix streaming service with the collected data’s we use to perform
(KNN) it classify the data according to the algorithm by assigning K as a center point
and get classified
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Figure 2: Using KNN ALGORITHM

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a method to reduce the dimension of the data
than its real data, whereas because of singular value which are arranged in the order of
descending order which is possible to reduce its dimension Latent semantic analysis
(LSA)[3][4] is a technique to process the pent-dimensional space of the data relating to
latent semantic space [10][11]. LSA is an extension of the vector space model that uses
SVD to reduce the dimensioning method. within the LSA there is a truncated SVD
algorithm

M m × n =U ̃m × p 𝛴 ̃ p × p V t̃ p× n

which in this process where Σ a singular value is sorted in descending order with the
factorization matrix of A, where let we consider P its first row and column to matrix Σ,
by selecting the first row and column of Pit not only removes the zero vector also it
removes the smaller values.[13][14].
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In the process of Netflix streaming service let us consider the matrix M to be an M × N
users review which in this process whereas LSA algorithm which decomposes the
matrix M into M × p orthogonal matrix U, where p × p will be a pseudo diagonal matrix
𝛴 ̃, where p × n orthogonal matrix 𝑉 ̃ 𝑡, therefore, P × N reduce the form matrix M,
because P can be set much smaller than m

V. RESULT AND CONCLUSION
Whereas with this Netflix dataset by using the SVD algorithm (TRP) Television Rating
Point are calculated to know the channels TRP Rate

Figure 3: Netflix channel rank

The system can withstand huge volumes of customer ratings about channels on Netflix
and can provide a (TRP) Television Rating Point. This study and work are based on
the data extracted from the kaggle Netflix streaming service dataset.
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FUTURE ENHANCEMENT:
This paper could be further studied for improvements. The opinions matter a lot while
mining the sentiments from social media, any forums or websites and so on. The
proposed system helps to give a result of Television Rating Point(TRP) and can find
the users favorite channel. In the future, extend feature-based opinion mining focus on
the Users Text review. Also, like to extend the work to find out the strength of various
features which help to increase the sentiment text scores
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